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1.    Background1.    Background

� Cross-Lingual Information Retrieval:
Mono-lingual  Information Retrieval (for example, English)

Cross-lingual  Information Retrieval (for example, Chinese-English)
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1.    Background1.    Background

� Cross-Lingual Information Retrieval:

Query terms with weights are crucial to 
the performance of IR systems, because 
document ranking algorithms rely heavily 
on term weights.



1.    Background1.    Background

� Cross-Lingual Information Retrieval:

the performance parameter:

MAP (Mean Average Precision)

- most commonly used measure of IR;

- AP (Average Precision): the precision score of an 

individual query after each relevant retrieval;

- MAP: the mean of the individual APs.



1.    Background1.    Background

� MeSH and Chinese MeSH (CMeSH)
1. Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)
- A controlled vocabulary used to index and 
catalogue biomedical documents.

- Four components are:
1).  terms;
2).  tree structure (MeSH tree);
3).  record types;
4).  concept structure.



1.    Background1.    Background

� MeSH and Chinese MeSH (CMeSH)

2. Chinese Medical Subject Headings (CMeSH) 

An extension of MeSH, including:

1). a Chinese translation of MeSH terms,

2). traditional Chinese medical subject headings,

3). Special Classification for Medicine of China Library 
Classification.



1.    Background1.    Background

�Why is the CMeSH tree required in CLIR?

- CMeSH terms can be treated as a bilingual term 
list;

- The request is based on the following 
hypothesis:

An ontology may improve the performance

of CLIR, because it organizes terms with

semantic relations.



2.    Contribution2.    Contribution

� Construct a Chinese MeSH concept 
hierarchy (ontology):

- Collect Chinese synonyms for each tree term;

- Assign a weight to each Chinese synonym. 



3. Problems of using 3. Problems of using CMeSHCMeSH in CLIR in CLIR 

� Problems:

- CMeSH provides single term for each 
concept. 
The philosophy of MeSH is a concise and accurate 
vocabulary without redundancy.

- CMeSH is not suitable for IR tasks:
a).  no term weight;

b).  Chinese terms missing synonyms. 



3. Problems of using 3. Problems of using CMeSHCMeSH in CLIR in CLIR 

� Example

Original MeSH Tree:

……

Dementia;C10.228.140.380

AIDS Dementia Complex;C10.228.140.380.070

Alzheimer Disease;C10.228.140.380.100

Aphasia, Primary Progressive;C10.228.140.380.132

Creutzfeldt-Jakob Syndrome;C10.228.140.380.165

Dementia, Vascular;C10.228.140.380.230

CADASIL;C10.228.140.380.230.124

……

term tree node id



3. Problems of using 3. Problems of using CMeSHCMeSH in CLIR in CLIR 

� Example

Original Chinese MeSH terms:

……

Dementia      痴呆

AIDS Dementia Complex      艾滋病痴呆复合征

Alzheimer Disease      阿尔茨海默病

Aphasia, Primary Progressive     失语, 原发进行性

Creutzfeldt-Jakob Syndrome      克-亚综合征

Dementia, Vascular      痴呆, 血管性

CADASIL    大脑常染色体显性动脉病合并皮层下梗塞及脑白质病

……

English term Chinese term



4.    Extension of 4.    Extension of CMeSHCMeSH treetree

� Procedure
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4.    Extension of 4.    Extension of CMeSHCMeSH treetree

� Collect CMeSH term seeds:
http://www2.chkd.cnki.net/kns50/Dict/dict_list.aspx?firstLetter=A

� Linguistic filter:
- suffix:                ‘心脏复合征复合征复合征复合征’ (cardiac complex)

‘肾病综合征综合征综合征综合征’ (nephrotic syndrome)

- inner keyword:  ‘进行性性性性延髓麻痹’ (progressive bulbar palsy)

‘血管性性性性痴呆’ (vascular dementia)

� C-value filter:
C-value (Frantzi and Ananiadou, 2000) is a simple but 
effective tool to extract terms:

� Using simple rules to filter out the candidate terms;

� Sorting candidate terms based on their occurrences;

� Decreasing the termhood of a candidate term, if it is a

part of another term.



4.    Extension of 4.    Extension of CMeSHCMeSH treetree

� Calculating term weight:
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4.    Extension of 4.    Extension of CMeSHCMeSH treetree

� Example

……

Alzheimer Disease;C10.228.140.380.100

阿尔茨海默病:0.097398853027

Alzheimer病:0.04592354867

阿滋海默症:0.18626155397

老年性痴呆:0.244575613782

Alzheimer氏病:0.073412383701

早老性痴呆:0.074511778

Alzheimer氏症:0.041794385

……

English term

Chinese terms

tree node id

Term weights



5.    Experiments and Evaluation5.    Experiments and Evaluation

� CLIR application toolkit:

Lemur Toolkit (www.lemur-project.org)

� Document collection:

TREC Genomics data from 2006 and 2007

(162,259 biomedical papers, 11.9 GB)

� Retrieval module:

Okapi BM25 (an optimized 2-Poisson model)

� PubMed stop list

� Google and Kingsoft Dictionary 2.0



5.    Experiments and Evaluation5.    Experiments and Evaluation
� Policy to choose weight
- select the maximum weight, when translating. 

阿尔茨海默病:0.097398853027

阿滋海默症:0.18626155397

Alzheimer Disease :?

� Policy to deal with unknown terms
- ignore unknown terms when translating and expanding 
query.

� Policy to evaluate the extended CMeSH tree
- Taxonomy (isa hierarchy) and semantic relations will not 
be evaluated, because they have already been manually 
assessed (Kumar and Smith, 2003; Smith, 2006) and no 
new tree nodes have been added.

- We only evaluate the ontology vocabulary.

Alzheimer Disease:0.18626155397

Maximum weight

Original Chinese query term:     阿茨海默氏病

Query Expansion



5.    Experiments and Evaluation5.    Experiments and Evaluation

� 4 rounds of experiments with MAP values

TS (Tree Similarity) selects a term’s parent 
and all siblings nodes – too many terms.



6.    Conclusions6.    Conclusions

� The extended CMeSH Tree can greatly 
improve the performance of the CLIR 
application.

◦ The addition of term weights have proved to 
be particularly useful in this context.

� It is intended that extended CMeSH tree 
will be useful in other areas of Chinese 
NLP research.



7.    Future work7.    Future work

� Provide more Chinese translations (a 
small number are still missing);

� Find English synonyms of English MeSH
terms;

� Compute the weights of English terms.
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